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Does anyone out there know when H&R started serial numbering the Topper series? I have a gunsmithing service and I
occasionally get them .... model topper m48 brdhntr.com. Harrinon and richardson, topper 20 ga choke, 28 . Harrinon and
richardson arms company small bore shotguns. H r 22 single shot long rifle cartridge usra model the serial number is 2295 on
the stock and where breaks open there is r 2295.. Blued steel, wood stocks, wood butt, maker and serial number to left side,
model at top, 3 inch chamber, full choke, barrel. Coins, Currency & Stamps. View Full .... In May of 2008 Serial Number
Prefixes were changed. Caliber . 45 cal Model 50 amp 55 Submachine Gun Manual Harrington And Richardson Topper M48 ....
An oldie but goodie. 12 gauge single shot. Serial number begins with "I," which puts this in the 1948 .... Europe's #1 online
money pot for group gifting & personal fundraising. Raise money online - it's easy, secure & transparent!. Topper.. H&R
Topper M48 20 Gauge ... It has no serial numbers that I.... If you will provide the serial number, I'll look up the year. avatar..
H&R Topper M48 20 Gauge ... It has no serial numbers that I can find. ... The same company (H&R) has made a ton of these,
and a million other companies have .... LOT# 33; MAKE-Harrington & Richardson; MODEL-Topper M48; SERIAL
NUMBER-46; ACTION-Single Shot; CALIBER-12 gauge; Made in USA. Saved by .... The First is this really old H&R topper
M48 that has a serial number 17534 with no letter anywhere to give me a year of assembly. Any info ...

SERIAL NUMBER: H30592 DESIGN: Single shot shotgun with choke, 16 gauge, 30" barrel, break open lever action.
Manufactured in Worcester, Massachusetts.. View sold price and similar items: Harrington and Richardson Arms, Topper M48 ,
410 Gauge Shotgun, Serial Number 7496, Excellent .... harrington and richardson topper model 58 serial number, harrington
and richardson topper model 88 serial numbers, harrington and richardson topper m48 .... What year was my h&r topper m48
made? Serial number J50370. Thank You. - Optics.. Not all Topper M48 guns have a serial number, but all guns will have a
letter denoting the year of manufacture located on the left side of the frame below the .... I am trying to value an old Topper
M48 w/serial number G115xx. Can I also use your value scale from your 2003 post? On a side note, I'm .... What is the value of
a 20 gauge Harrington and Richardson Topper 88 with serial number AX526604? Typically a used topper will run between $50
and $150 .... Hello everyone & welcome to this money pot! With just 1-click you can help an individual in need cover medical
expenses and get back on their feet.. The first letter N = NEF, H = H&R, the second letter denotes year of manufacture. Ilion
made barrels will have the last 4 digits of the frame serial number engraved on the left side of the barrel underlug, earlier barrels
made in Gardner will have just the last three.. Harrington amp Richardson Serialization. The wood and Here is a fully traditional
Harrington and Richardson M48 Topper Single Shot manufactured in the first ...
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